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Improved notification behavior when receiving more
emails. â€¢ Changed the behavior of blocking the welcome
window. Ð²Ð‚Ñž Now the welcome window has the ability

to simultaneously set the refresh rate of the screen. â€¢ The
code for assigning the user number and administrator

password value has been changed. 04/16/2013 Security
Event Notifications: Fixed a bug that prevented connection

to the security system of a server with automatically
unlocked access. Added the ability to download custom

FTP requests without losing application performance. â€¢
Fixed a bug in setting up an event on pressing the "Space"

key in the list of loading elements. Now, to the list of
loaders for the selected element, you can edit custom loader

files, as well as change the conditions for updating the
screen on click, registration, and a one-time event.

05/28/2013 (updated 08/06/2013) The composition of
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connected libraries and included objects through properties
has been changed. Update error message reworked. Fixed

errors in SQL queries that occurred when replacing the
/SystemParameters code. 09/06/2013 The requirements of

version 5.5.22 for the licensing system have been
eliminated. Fixed errors with the browser not working

during the installation of the update code. Updated libraries
and included objects from CompatSecurity.dll. 09/21/2013
Fixed operation of server objects of the application when

the configuration is disabled for use over the network. Now,
when installing server libraries, you can choose not to

disable application server objects when running an
application with previously disabled application server
objects. This prevents the application from launching

incorrectly during installation, in which applications cannot
start with the server and library included. 12/23/2013 (+

updated 03/24/2014) Fixed some bugs in the update system.
If, when installing an update on a remote computer, an error
occurs while downloading updates to the server, the server
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stops checking for updates and restarts the update service of
the remote computer. To solve this problem, you need to

restart the .apk file. Now, when installing updates, only the
necessary system libraries and objects are updated; when

updating all system objects, only the system library is
updated. When updated
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